Cooling Effects on a Model Rennet Casein Gel System: Part I. Rheological Characterization
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The gelation of a model rennet casein system was studied during cooling at different rates. During cooling, casein network structure development was proposed to evolve over a few steps at different length scales: molecules, particles, flocs, or network. Rennet casein flocs are fractal in nature, and fractal dimension and floc size are two variables affecting the rheology and microstructure of a rennet casein gel. Casein structure formation during cooling from 80 to 5 °C at four different rates (0.5, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.025 °C/min) was monitored by dynamic rheological tests, and a stronger gel developed at a slower cooling rate. During different cooling schedules, similar fractal dimensions were observed due to a lack of difference in the colloidal interactions. Differences among rheological data were possibly caused by variability in floc size, as observed in the second part of this paper. A larger number of smaller-sized flocs enabled gelation at a higher temperature and created a stronger network at a slower cooling rate. Controlling cooling schemes thus provides an approach for manipulating casein gelation and the microstructure for a system of fixed chemical compositions.

Introduction

Casein forms a continuous network in a large variety of dairy products. In bovine milk, casein consists of ~80% proteins and has four generic variances: α, β, κ, and γ.1,2 Casem in milk do not exist as single macromolecules but aggregate into micelles. Thousands of casein molecules exist inside the micelle even though the manner by which these molecules are arranged into structures is still debated.3–5 Casein molecules in the micelle are calcium sensitive, and the structure of casein micelles is sustained with agitation, followed by cooling.6 The added emulsifying agents used as the emulsifying salts. Experiments with the model rennet casein system cooled at different rates were performed. Fractal theory was used to describe protein structure formation, and fractal dimension and floc size were treated as two variables potentially affecting the rheology and microstructure of a rennet casein gel. The scaling theory developed by Shih et al.12 was adopted to determine the fractal dimensions from the rheological data of rennet casein gels of various concentrations and cooling rates.

Manufacturing. However, there is a lack of information on the network formation process from this casein mixture. Protein and fat are two major components of processed cheese. Fat crystallization, protein–protein interactions, and protein–fat interactions are important factors contributing to structure formation upon cooling.6 A faster cooling rate generates smaller fat crystals10 and a higher solid fat content,11 potentially generating a firmer cheese.12 Nevertheless, a slower cooling rate has been observed to generate a firmer cheese.7 Therefore, studies on protein–protein interactions during cooling may help interpret the mechanisms by which cooling affects processed cheese functionality.

The objective of this work was to study casein gelation as well as cooling rate effects. To fulfill this objective, a model system was formulated to have a composition similar to a processed cheese analogue.9,13,14 Casein powder produced from renneting, with a similar casein composition to that of natural cheeses, was used as the protein source, and monosodium and disodium phosphates were used as the emulsifying salts. Experiments with the model rennet casein system cooled at different rates were performed. Fractal theory was used to describe protein structure formation, and fractal dimension and floc size were treated as two variables potentially affecting the rheology and microstructure of a rennet casein gel. The scaling theory developed by Shih et al.12 was adopted to determine the fractal dimensions from the rheological data of rennet casein gels of various concentrations and cooling rates.
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evaluate moisture loss. The test was performed at a temperature of 5 °C and a frequency of 0.05 Hz were used during cooling. Following oscillation, a strain sweep and 0.5 °C/min. A 1% strain and an oscillation frequency of 0.05 Hz for 30 min and then cooled to 5 °C at four rates (0.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 °C/min). A 1% strain and an oscillation frequency of 0.05 Hz were used during cooling. Following oscillation, a strain sweep test was performed at a temperature of 5 °C and a frequency of 0.05 Hz after equilibrating for 30 min. All samples involved in the experiments were weighed before and after analysis to evaluate moisture loss.

**Materials and Methods**

**Materials.** Rennet casein powder was purchased from New Zealand Milk Products (USA), Inc. (Lemoyne, PA). The protein content of the casein powder was determined by the Analytical Services Laboratory (Raleigh, NC) using a Perkin-Elmer PE 2400 CHN elemental analyzer (Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, CT). Casein powder had a nitrogen content of 12.78%, and therefore, the protein concentration was calculated to be 81.5% using a standard conversion factor. Food grade monosodium and di-sodium phosphates were kindly donated by Rhodia, Inc. (Cranbury, NJ), and salt (sodium chloride) was purchased from a local vendor.

**Gel Sample Preparation.** Rennet casein model gels were made according to the formulations in Table 1. Deionized water was heated to 50 °C, followed by the dissolution of all salts, and the solution pH was measured to be 7.2. Rennet casein powder was then dissolved into solution with a stirring bar rotating at 350 rpm. At this point, the sample appeared as a viscous paste and formed a gel upon overnight storage in a refrigerator at 5 °C.

**Rheological Measurements.** Small amplitude oscillatory tests were performed using a couette geometry and a Bohlin VOR rheometer (Bohlin Reolog, Inc., Cranbury, NJ). The bob (outer diameter, 2.5 cm) and cup (inner diameter, 2.7 cm) had serrated surfaces, minimizing slip at the walls. Initially, 14 g of the sample was loaded into the cup, and the opening was covered with Parafilm. Once the rheometer water bath reached 80 °C, the cup with the sample was loaded and incubated in the rheometer for 6 min at 80 °C to melt the gel. Next, the film was removed, and the bob was lowered into the measurement position. Excessive sample was removed, a layer of mineral oil was applied to the sample surface, and a sealed cap was placed on the cup to minimize moisture loss. The sample was equilibrated at 80 °C for 30 min and then cooled to 5 °C at four rates (0.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 °C/min). A 1% strain and an oscillation frequency of 0.05 Hz were used during cooling. Following oscillation, a strain sweep test was performed at a temperature of 5 °C and a frequency of 0.05 Hz after equilibrating for 30 min. All samples involved in the experiments were weighed before and after analysis to evaluate moisture loss.

**Table 1. Formulation for Rennet Casein Gels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>18%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>22%</th>
<th>25%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaH₂PO₄</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂HPO₄</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>casein powder</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deionized water</td>
<td>154.40</td>
<td>150.40</td>
<td>142.40</td>
<td>138.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fractal Theory and Fractal Dimension Determination.** Structure development of a globular protein system has been proposed to follow sequential steps at complementary length scales, from molecules to particles to flocs/aggregates and to a network. For a heat-set whey protein gel, native proteins unfold upon heating, and the unfolded proteins aggregate into particles. Particles then aggregate into flocs, which form into a three-dimensional network throughout the total volume. Microscopy studies on particulate gels showed that particle aggregates are essentially spherical and much bigger than individual protein molecules. Rennet casein network formation during cooling can also be described with three steps: (1) formation of particles from aggregated molecules, (2) flocculation of particles into flocs, and (3) development of a network from flocs (Figure 1).

Casein flocs are fractal objects that can be partially filled by the constructing units (particles), generating a fractal dimension (Df) that can be any value between 0 and 3. In this way, fractal dimension can be used to visualize the packing “compactness” of building elements in casein flocs: a larger value of Df represents a more compact structure. The size (Rf) of such a fractal object scales to the number of particles (Np) by

\[ N_p \propto (R_f/a)^D_f \]  

where a is the representative particle diameter.

The application of fractal concepts in protein systems is still under development. Fractal concepts can be used to describe the structure of pregel aggregates and are generally applied up to some length scale, for example, the size of flocs. At a scale larger than a floc, the flocs form a “nonfractal” network. For a fractal object of a given amount of particles, the scaling equation (eq 1) is controlled by the interplay of the floc size and the fractal dimension. In a protein network, protein particles are building elements that can be “packed” in two different ways during aggregation: different compactness for flocs of similar sizes (Figure 2, A vs B) or different sizes for flocs of similar compactness (Figure 2, A vs C). When the particle number in a
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floc is increased, the fractal dimension increases, and the floc population is reduced. When the floc size is shrunk, the total number of flocs is greater at a similar degree of compactness.

The aggregation of protein particles is controlled by colloidal interactions. In the classical Derjaguin—Landau—Verwey—Overbeek (DLVO) theory, the interplay between repulsive charge—charge interactions and attractive dispersion interactions describes the stability of a colloidal system. Once aggregated, particles stay at a separation corresponding to the energy minimum. In a globular protein gel, the interactions are usually more complex than the DLVO forces. The complexity arises from complicated short-range, non-DLVO forces such as hydration forces, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interactions. The gels formed by such physical forces, for example, rennet casein gels, are called physical (particle) gels, while chemical (polymer) gels involve covalent bonds.

Particle gels and polymer gels are similar, as flocs in a particle gel are analogous to “blobs” in a polymer gel. On the basis of this analogy, Shih et al. developed a scaling theory following Brown, Buscall et al., and Kantor and Webman. Bremer et al. independently developed a scaling theory by intuitively classifying the stress-carrying strands in flocs to be straight or curved and rigid strands were consistent with the categories proposed by Shih et al. To identify a strand type according to Mellem et al., however, one needs specific parameters from various techniques other than rheological ones, such as fractal dimension from microscopy images. Despite a detailed analysis, Mellema et al. found it difficult to analyze casein gels at pH 5.3 and 30 °C, which was argued to have been caused by rearrangement during aging.

Studying a particle gel with the approach proposed by Shih et al. only requires rheological data, and the fractal dimensions estimated from the model were similar to those from light scattering and microscopy approaches when applied to protein gels, such as bovine serum albumin, β-lactoglobulin, 11S soybean globulin, whey protein isolate, and caseinate gels.

Figure 2. Fractal dimension (A vs B) and floc size (A vs C) effects on a gel structure. The filled small circles stand for protein particles, the dashed circles are arbitrary boundaries of flocs, and the frame is an illustration of the network space occupied.

The model was also successfully applied to fat crystals of high volume fractions (70%), as demonstrated by similar fractal dimensions determined from the scaling theory and polarized light microscopy. An analogy was made between fat crystal microstructure after cooling and colloidal flocs, which has since been applied to a variety of complex food systems.

According to Shih’s model, a colloidal gel is described as closely packed fractal flocs. The links between the flocs are categorized into two regimes: the strong-link regime (the links between flocs being stronger than the links within flocs) and the weak-link regime (the links between flocs being weaker than the links within flocs). The elastic constant (K) and the limit of the linear viscoelastic regime (LVR, γ0) are scaled to the volume fraction (φ) by eqs 2 and 3 for the strong-link regime and eqs 4 and 5 for the weak-link regime. As substantiated by eqs 3 and 5, a decrease in the limit of the LVR with an increase in volume fraction can be used to identify a system within the strong-link regime, while the opposite scenario prevails for the weak-link regime.

\[ K \propto \phi^{(3+\chi)/(3-D_f)} \]  
\[ \gamma_0 \propto \phi^{(1+\chi)/(3-D_f)} \]  
\[ \gamma_0 \propto \phi^{(3-D_f)/(4-D_f)} \]  
\[ \gamma_0 \propto \phi^{(3-D_f)/(4-D_f)} \]

Here, x is the backbone fractal dimension of the flocs, varying between 1.0 and 1.3.

To determine the fractal dimensions of rennet casein gels cooled at different rates, small amplitude oscillatory tests were used to collect rheological data from casein gels at four concentrations, each cooled at four different rates. Following cooling, strain sweep tests identified the model casein system to be within the strong-link or weak-link regime. Storage moduli were then used to estimate the fractal dimension as a function of cooling rate.

**Results and Discussion**

**Rheology Data.** Similar to industrial observations of the cooling effects on processed cheese, casein gels showed a smaller storage modulus (G’) during cooling at faster rates. The rheological data for 25 and 18% rennet casein gels during cooling are presented in Figure 3, and the trends were the same at the other concentrations (22 and 20%). The storage modulus also increased with an increase in casein concentration and a decrease in temperature. All strain sweep tests demonstrated a limit of the LVR higher than 1% at different cooling rates for all concentrations (see Figure 4 for 25 and 18% rennet casein gels). Strain sweep tests for 25% rennet casein gels at 5 °C cooled at different rates are presented in Figure 4. Besides...
a smaller limit of the LVR, gels cooled slower showed a higher G' value. Thus, a slower cooling rate delivered a firmer and more brittle gel. At a strain beyond the LVR, all gels displayed the same storage modulus.

Moisture analysis results were not affected by the length of the test time at different cooling rates, eliminating the possible increase in storage modulus as a result of sample dehydration. The differences in rheological properties and protein functionality were attributed to microstructural differences induced by the cooling process.

**Fractal Dimension of Casein Flocs.** Except for an apparent limit of linear viscoelasticity at a concentration of 25%, the strain sweep tests did not enable the identification of an upper limit to the LVR, as the storage moduli of these gels did not decrease at the maximum strain (20%) limited by the rheometer (Figure 4). Therefore, the LVR limit increased with a decrease in concentration, and the system was characterized as being within the strong-link regime according to eq 3. The fractal dimension can therefore be calculated by eq 2. The storage moduli of casein gels at the end of cooling are presented in Figure 5 and regressed using a power-law model, similar to Ikeda et al. Similar exponents (~6.3) were found at four cooling rates, and the calculated fractal dimensions were ~2.35 (Table 2). Therefore, the flocs within the casein gels had a similar degree of compactness when cooled at different rates.

**Fractal Dimensions as Determined by Colloidal Interactions.** The aggregation of colloidal particles is determined by the overall interaction energy contributed from different types of forces. Once aggregated, the particles stay at their minimal separation distance determined by the (primary) energy minimum between the particles. The depth of the energy minimum determines the life of the aggregate. If the attractive force is

---

**Figure 3.** Storage moduli of 18% (a) and 25% (b) rennet casein gels during cooling at different rates.

**Figure 4.** Strain sweep of 18% (a) and 25% (b) rennet casein gels at 5 °C cooled at different rates.

**Figure 5.** Storage moduli of rennet casein gels at 5 °C cooled at different rates.

**Table 2.** Fractal Dimensions of Rennet Casein Flocs as a Function of Cooling Rate Calculated by the Scaling Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooling Rate (°C/min)</th>
<th>Fractal Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not strong enough, the process may be reversible.\textsuperscript{41} If the energy minimum cannot be overcome by a process such as heating, the particles cannot be separated and the process is irreversible.

In DLVO theory, colloidal stability is determined by the interplay of the attractive van der Waals forces and the repulsive electrostatic interactions.\textsuperscript{27} The van der Waals interaction between two identical spheres can be estimated by eq 6,\textsuperscript{42} and the electrostatic interaction can be estimated by eq 7 for a constant surface potential lower than 25 mV:\textsuperscript{27}

\[ W_{\text{vdw}} = -\frac{A}{6} \left( \frac{2a^2}{r^2} - \frac{2a^2}{r^2} + \ln \left( \frac{r^2 - 4a^2}{r^2} \right) \right) \]  

\[ W_{\text{el}} = \frac{2\pi \pi \sigma^2}{\epsilon \epsilon_0} \exp(-k h) \]  

where \( A \) is the Hamaker constant, \( a \) is the particle radius, \( r \) is the center-to-center distance, \( \sigma \) is the surface charge density, \( h \) is the separation between the spheres (\( h = r - 2a \)), \( \kappa \) is the Debye length, and \( \epsilon \) and \( \epsilon_0 \) are the relative permittivity of the solvent and that of the free space, respectively. The relative permittivity of water as a function of the absolute temperature (\( T \)) can be expressed as\textsuperscript{43}

\[ \epsilon(T) = 249.21 - 0.79069 T + 0.00072997 T^2 \]  

The Hamaker constant for protein particles dispersed in a solvent may be determined by the Lifshitz approach or surface thermodynamics.\textsuperscript{44} The Hamaker constants of other milk proteins such as bovine serum albumin\textsuperscript{45} and \( \beta \)-lactoglobulin\textsuperscript{46} have been computed to be 3.10\textsuperscript{10} \( \text{erg g}^{-1} \) and 5.80\textsuperscript{10} \( \text{erg g}^{-1} \), respectively, where \( k_b \) is the Boltzmann constant.

Using low-angle laser-light scattering, Coen et al.\textsuperscript{47} determined a pH-independent Hamaker constant of \( \sim 10^{-10} \text{erg g}^{-1} \) at an ionic concentration of 1.0 M. A Hamaker constant of 6\( \epsilon_k T \) has been used to calculate the van der Waals interactions in this work.

Among the parameters in electrostatic interactions, the net charge of a casein mixture at pH 7.2 is \( \sim -12.7 \), estimated from the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation by summing charges from all amino acid residues.\textsuperscript{2} The Debye length was estimated to be 0.28 nm \( (k^2 = 3.288 \pi T \text{nm}^{-1}) \), where \( T \) is the ionic concentration in M estimated from the salt concentrations in Table 1), indicating that the electrostatic interaction was significant only at a very short separation distance.

Using these parameters, the interactions were calculated as a function of the separation distance referenced to \( k_b T \) (Figure 6). van der Waals interactions always dominated electrostatic interactions, as estimated for many protein systems at high salt concentrations.\textsuperscript{48–51} This response suggests other types of forces are stabilizing the caseins at high temperatures.

\[ W_{\text{vdw}} = 3\pi k_b T \exp(-h/\lambda_0) \]  

where \( \lambda \) is the surface density of protruding molecules in units of \( \text{m}^{-2} \) and \( \lambda_0 \) is the characteristic decay length.

The hydration forces originate from the decrease in entropy when two surfaces start overlapping, and \( \lambda_0 \) ranges typically from 0.1 to 1.1 nm.\textsuperscript{27,54} The aforementioned parameters have been correlated with rheological data by Ikeda and Nishinari,\textsuperscript{49,50} but the estimated hydration force was effective at a separation distance up to 25 nm, which was far beyond the range where a repulsive hydration force could be effective.

Despite the challenges in quantification, the steric-hydration force provides a qualitative explanation for the stability of the model rennet casein system, because casein molecules are flexible.\textsuperscript{55,56} At a high temperature, the

\begin{itemize}
  \item Ikeda, S.; Nishinari, K. Biomacromolecules 2000, 1, 757–763.
\end{itemize}
flexible surface provides an entropy-driven repulsive force, preventing the aggregation of casein particles. On the other hand, the repulsive force becomes less significant upon cooling because the motion of the surface is weaker at a lower temperature. At a "critical" temperature, the attractive van der Waals force becomes predominant, and protein particles aggregate into flocs and are separated at a distance corresponding to the primary energy minimum. To describe this process, a value of $2.2 \times 10^{16}$ m$^{-2}$ was assigned to $\Gamma$ and 1.1 nm to $\lambda_0$ at a high temperature (70 °C). Summation of the van der Waals, electrostatic, and steric-hydration forces demonstrated an energy barrier greater than 10$k_B$T, meaning protein particles are re-stable at this temperature (Figure 6). On the other hand, the slower motion of protruding molecules dictates a shorter effective distance for the steric-hydration force at lower temperatures. For example, by letting $\lambda_0$ be 0.1 nm and keeping the value of $\Gamma$ constant (same amount of protruding molecules) at 40 °C, the overall energy becomes attractive at all separations (Figure 6), indicating protein particles are unstable at this temperature.

Once aggregation occurs, the minimum separation distance between the casein particles in flocs is determined by surface characteristics. For all systems at a constant protein concentration, the colloidal interaction energies were the same at different cooling schedules, because the samples had the same chemical compositions, resulting in a similar separation distance between particles. This separation distance, together with similar particle sizes at identical compositions, determines the compactness of fractal flocs and their fractal dimensions, as estimated in the previous section.

**Effect of Cooling Rates on the Gelation Temperatures.** Despite different ways for defining the onset of gelation, a phase angle of 45° is commonly applied as a criterion. After the crossover, the storage modulus dominates over the loss modulus and the phase angle is always smaller than 45°. An example of phase angle evolution during cooling is shown in Figure 7 for 25% rennet casein gels, and a decrease in gelation temperature was observed as the cooling rate was increased. The trend was the same for all concentrations. As gelation is an indication of cross-linking of flocs, cross-linking of flocs occurred at a higher temperature when cooled at a slower rate.

Floc formation starts with the aggregation of two particles into a doublet, followed by the addition of other particles. At a slower cooling rate, protein particles spend more time in the temperature range favorable for doublet formation. More doublets were thus formed, providing more sites for floc growth. The completion of floc formation occurred at a higher temperature once all protein particles were consumed into more smaller-sized flocs, as demonstrated by higher gelation temperatures during cooling at slower rates. More smaller-sized flocs eventually created more cross-links among the network, as demonstrated by higher storage moduli during slower cooling processes (Figure 3).

**Cooling Rate Effects versus Aging Effects.** At a slower cooling rate, rennet casein systems spend more time cooling after gelation. There was a need to distinguish cooling rate effects from time effects or aging effects because some protein systems demonstrated an increase in the storage modulus with time after gelation at a constant temperature. To address this issue, an additional test was performed by first cooling an 18% rennet casein gel at 0.5 °C/min from 80 to 5 °C and subsequently incubating at 5 °C for a total test time equaling that used during a cooling rate of 0.025 °C/min. During the incubation at 5 °C, the storage modulus increased slightly and remained at a final value lower than that cooled at 0.025 °C/min (Figure 8). The aging effects were different from the cooling effects; otherwise, the final storage moduli would be the same if treated for similar cooling periods.

In the second part of this study, microscopy experiments were performed on the gel after incubation at 5 °C. There was no difference in the visual appearance, floc size, or floc distribution for the gels cooled at 0.5 °C/min with or without incubation. During incubation, idle flocs connected to the network, strengthening the gel. Once these flocs were integrated into the network, the gel could not be further strengthened. The cooling rate therefore affected the floc size, and aging enabled the connection of idle flocs.

**Conclusions**

Slower cooling rates generated stronger rennet casein gels, hypothesized here to be a result of a greater degree of cross-linking among flocs. The number of flocs and thus cross-links is proposed to be a function of floc fractal dimension and size. Floc fractal dimensions were similar at different cooling schedules due to identical interactions. A stronger gel at a slower cooling rate resulted from a greater amount of smaller flocs (thus more cross-links). Formation of more smaller-sized flocs was completed at a higher temperature during slower cooling, enabling gelation at a higher temperature when connecting individual flocs into a network. Additionally, cooling effects differed from aging effects, which demonstrated a slight...
increase in the storage modulus following the cooling at a faster rate due to the bonding of idle flocs into the network.
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